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Abstract

The current research centers on the concepts of Movement, Scope, and Logical Form (LF) - as explored by al-Jurjani, specifically, the terms al-taʔθiːr and al-ḥaiż which correspond to the terms of Scope and Domain respectively. The main objective is to investigate the semantic Scope and syntactic C-Command relation of the logical operators in Classical Arabic (CA). It has been argued that the universal quantifier kul “all” has a narrow scope reading conveying the existential meaning ‘some’ when it is c-commanded by the past-tense negative operator lam. However, when it undergoes syntactic movement to the left periphery where it c-commands the negative operator, it takes a wide scope over the negative operator, and thus has universal reading. Therefore, Scope in CA is determined at surface structure, not at the LF level.
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1. Introduction:

This paper proposes that, in CA, when the universal quantifier kul “all” is within the scope of the negative operator, the negative operator has wide scope and kul has narrow scope. However, when the universal quantifier moves to the front of the structure outside the scope of the negative operator, it has wide scope and an entirely different reading is obtained. The two readings can be predicted adopting the concepts of C-Command, Scope and LF within Chomsky’s Minimalist framework (1993 and 1995). Throughout the paper, it is demonstrated that al-Jurjani’s treatment of the concepts of Movement, Scope,
and Logical Structure of language highlights the relation between syntax and semantics.

The narrow scope and wide scope interaction changes the meaning. This change in meaning can be illustrated in the following two examples from al-Jurjani (2001, p.186):

1) lam jaʔt kul-u al qawm-i
   Not-past come-juss all-nom the-people-gen
   “All the people did not come”

2) kul-u al qawm-i lam jaʔt-u:
   All the -people not-past come-plural
   “All the people did not come”

In example 1, the negative particle lam outscopes the universal quantifier kul “all”. This yields the meaning of the sentence as “some of the people came”. In example 2, fronting the quantifier results in it having wide scope over the negative operator which gives the meaning of “none of the people came”. How can we account for this difference in meaning? By investigating the notions of logical structure, scope, and c-command in the above examples, a straightforward account for the two readings caused by the scope interaction can be provided.

Central to this paper’s analysis is the Split Complementizer Phrase (CP) Hypothesis proposed by Rizzi (1997). The main idea in this proposal is that CP is split into three distinct layers, namely, Force Phrase (ForceP), Topic Phrase (TopP), and Focus Phrase (FocP). The motivation behind this suggestion is pragmatic in nature where new information is positioned in Specifier (Spec) FocP position while older information already mentioned in the discourse is moved into Spec TopP. Meanwhile, Spec ForceP hosts the force of the clause in accordance with the Clause-Typing Condition (Cheng 1997). This condition specifies the force of the clause to be declarative, exclamative, or interrogative.

Split-CP analysis is utilized in this paper to demonstrate the position where the topicalized Quantifier Phrase (QP) moves in CA, which is suggested to be Spec TopP since it does not convey contrastive information. The following examples adapted from Rizzi (1997, p.286) clarify the difference between topicalized and focused elements:
3) Your book, I have read it. (Topicalized DP “your book”)
4) Your book I read, (not his). (Focused DP “your book”)

In these two examples, the topicalized DP in 3 moves to Spec TopP, while the focalized DP in 4 moves to Spec FocP. Adopting Rizzi’s hypothesis, Gad (2011) argues that the fronting of wh-phrases in Egyptian Arabic is mainly triggered by Focus purposes. To illustrate Gad’s proposal, in the example: *mini lillī fātaḥ il ɓaːb?* (who that opened the door) “Who opened the door?” (Gad, 2011, p.218, no.154), the relative pronoun *lillī* “that” occupies the head Foc position of the FocP.

Moreover, the vP Shell Hypothesis advanced by Larson (1988) is used in the analysis of the current paper to account for the inner structure of the VPs. The central assumption in this hypothesis is that VP is split into two layers. These two layers are the inner core VP and the outer vP shell which has the agent subject in its Spec position.

Investigation of meaning in this paper is conducted within Chomsky’s framework. Chomsky (1955, 1965, 1981, 1995) in his Generative Grammar enterprise attempted to research how syntactic structure derives meaning. In his Standard Theory, Chomsky (1957, 1965) argued that meaning is found in the D(eep)-Structure where thematic roles are assigned. However, within the Minimalist Program (MP), Chomsky (1995) proposed that meaning is to be found in the LF level of representation. This level accounts for the meaning of quantification and negation.

2. Purpose and Organization of the Paper:

Al-Jurjani, the medieval CA grammarian in his seminal work *dalaːʔil-u al-iʃdzaːz-i Signs of Inimitability* -written in the 11th century- presented the terms *al-al-taʔʔiːr* “scope” and *al-ḥaiʔz* “domain”. Al-Jurjani used these two terms to explain the linguistic phenomenon of the semantic scope interaction exercised by the negative particles *lam* and *maː*, and the quantifier *kul* “all”. The analysis of his data is conducted using the concepts of Chomsky’s Generative Grammar, namely, Movement, Scope, and the LF. The scope of negative and quantifier logical operators is examined in the light of these Chomskyan notions.

The present paper is divided into 6 sections. Section 1 is introduction. Section 2 is Purpose and Organization of the paper. Section 3 is an overview of Chomsky’s LF, Movement and Scope. Section 4 is an overview of al-Jurjani’s
book. Section 5 is Logical Operators and Domain of negative and universal operators. This section includes the proposed analysis of the Scope and Logical Structure of the data. Finally, Section 6 is Conclusion.

3. Chomaky’s LF, Movement, and Scope:

LF is a level of representation that encodes the semantic properties of natural language sentences. This level corresponds to the D-Structure in the Government and Binding theory (GB) (Chomsky, 1981) where the D-Structure and (S)urface-Structure are the levels of representation of sentences. Chomsky’s Minimalism (1995) differs from GB in the absence of these two levels. Instead, the MP assumes only two levels, namely, Phonetic Form (PF) and LF. Grammatical well-formedness is determined in these two levels. Aspects of meaning such as relative quantifier scope, pronoun binding, variable binding, focus and presupposition, and scope of negation- are determined at LF (Hornstein, 1995). This research paper is concerned with quantifier scope and negation scope.

3.1 The Scope of Logical Operators:

The concept of scope has been discussed early in the introduction of LF. When the semantic interpretation of some expression is affected by an operator, thus the operator has scope over that expression. Quantifiers are scopal elements. They have scope by the rule of Move α at LF. The QP moves to adjoin the quantified Noun Phrases (NPs). The QPs exercise scope over their NP complements. Scope is closely related to the c-command relationship (Huang, 1994).

According to Dayal (2012), mainstream treatment of quantification involves investigating the logic of predicates and logical calculus. In the following examples, it is demonstrated that a quantifier has scope over the structure containing it:

5) a. ∀x [student(x) → study(x)]

   b. ∀x ∃ y like (x, y)

   c. ∃ y ∀ x like (x, y)

In these examples, in 5a the universal quantifier ∀ has scope over [student(x) → study(x)]. The relation of wide or narrow scope is identified when a quantified formula contains a quantifier. ∀ has wide scope over ∃ in 5b. However, in 5c, it is the existential quantifier ∃ that has scope on ∀.
Other scopal elements can enter into interactions with quantifiers such as negation operators. This is allowed within the studies on the syntax of predicate logic. (Dayal, 2012)

In order to support the LF existence, May (1985) argued for a Quantifier Raising (QR) operation to account for the following example:

6) John saw everyone.

This is parallel to the wh-movement as in the following example:

7) Who did John see?

The QR application results in the following scheme:

\[
[S \text{ who } [S \text{ did John see } t_2]]

[S \text{ everyone } [S \text{ John saw } t_2]] \quad \text{(May’s examples cited in Jenks (2013), p.1)}

The study of scope within the GB theory (Chomsky 1981) witnessed an important stage when May (1977 and 1985) proposed the principles that govern scope:

**Scope Principle:**

Quantifiers symmetrically c-commanding each other can have scope in either order.

**The Condition on Quantifier Binding:**

Every quantified phrase must properly bind a variable

**Condition on Proper Binding:**

Every variable occupying an argument position must be properly bound

**C-Command Condition:**

\[\alpha \text{ c.commands } \beta \iff \text{every maximal projection dominating } \alpha \text{ dominates } \beta \text{ and } \alpha \text{ does not dominate } \beta\]

Reinhart (1976) suggests that scope and c-command relation are inseparable at the surface structure. Based on this assumption, the following example, in Reinhart’s view, has only one reading:

8) Every man loves some woman \quad \text{(Ruys, 2002, p.2, no. (4))}
This sentence is true only if for every man, there is a woman that he loves. In contrast, according to the inverse scope reading proposed by May in 1977, two readings are available for the above example. Thus it could also mean there is a woman such that every man loves her. Quantified NPs give rise to the phenomenon of wide versus narrow scope binding as demonstrated in the above example in 8.

According to Huang (1994), the LF level of representation serves to mediate between the syntactic form of a structure as far as trees are concerned and its semantic aspect in terms of its truth conditions and entailments. Truth conditions can be captured using logical structure. Huang (1994, p.128, no.(2, 3 and 4)) provides the following example:

9) Every student flunked

The following logical formulae are used to illustrate the truth conditions of the above example.

10) \( \forall x ((x \text{ is a student}) \rightarrow (x \text{ flunked})) \)
\( (\forall x: x \text{ is a student}) (x \text{ flunked}) \)

The subject student is a variable bound by the universal quantifier every.

The interaction of wide and narrow scope is a manifestation of the syntax-semantics interface. (Bernardi, 2002, p.95, no (1)). For example:

11) John wants to marry a Canadian princess.

12) Every boy read two books.

In these examples, scope ambiguities are exhibited by the quantified NPs having either narrow or wide scope. In 11, a Canadian princess is a quantified indefinite which is presupposed to exist. When this quantified NP has narrow scope i.e. falling under the scope of want, the speaker does not presuppose the existence of a specific Canadian princess (¬∃). However, when the QP has wide scope over the verb want, the speaker presupposes the existence of such a person (∃¬).

In 12, if the indefinite QP two books exercises scope over every boy, then the sentence will yield the interpretation of “There are two specific books that every boy read”. On the other hand, if the universally quantified NP every boy outscopes the QP two books, then there will be two books read by every student and so the number of books is much larger than two (ibid).
3.2 The Theory of Movement:

Chomsky’s (1981) theory of Movement is a principal property of his proposed enterprise Universal Grammar. Two major types of movement are found in English, namely, A-movement and A-bar movement. The former refers to the movement of subjects from their original position within the Verb Phrase (VP) into Spec T position. The latter type of movement indicates the movement of a wh-operator to a position outside the TP, namely, Spec C. Movement theory is encompassed in the more general notion of Move alpha (Chomsky, 1980) which means move any category anywhere.

Chomsky (1977) explains that when a wh-phrase moves, it leaves a trace behind. He states (p.82): “wh-movement leaves a non-terminal trace. That is the position from which the wh-phrase moved remains in the derived constituent structure with its index, identical to the index of the wh-phrase, now in COMP”.

Within the Extended Standard Theory, Chomsky (1980 p.3) argues that movement rules are “restrictive to the single rule Move a, where a is a category”. In 1981, he explains that the trace left behind is a variable co-indexed with the wh operator that binds it. This conforms to the binding relation defined as follows: A binds B iff A c-commands B where A and B are co-indexed.

Chomsky (1986) introduces the functional categories Complementizer and Inflection into the X-bar theory of maximal projections. He assumes the Spec of CP to be the position to which the wh-phrase moves, and the Spec of IP to be the location of the subject NP.

With the introduction of the MP, the economy principle emerges (Chomsky,1995). This principle aims to minimize the derivation and to reduce the number of conditions and constraints imposed on the grammar. As a result, movement operations are driven by morphological necessity. This means that features must be checked, otherwise, the derivation crashes. These features are the abstract question affix Q on the head C at the LF level.

Within the Minimalist framework (Chomsky, 1993 and 1995), movements are generally triggered by features. What instigates the subject movement is the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) on T which requires it to have a subject (Chomsky, 1982, 1995). By the same token, the wh-operator movement in English is triggered by the Edge Feature (EF) on the head. For example:

13) John will see Bill. (Koopman and Sportiche, 1991, p.211, no.(1a))
14) Who does Bill like? (Horvath, 2005, p.4, no. (4))

Chomsky (1977) argues that whenever an element moves, it leaves a trace behind which eventually gets deleted. Furthermore, Chomsky (1981) suggests that this trace is a variable that is co-indexed with the wh-word that binds it. Therefore, the structure of each of the above examples 13 and 14 is respectively as follows where wh-op stands for wh-operator:

(13a)

(14a)

In these two tree diagrams, the moved element leaves a trace behind that gets deleted after the movement occurs. The deletion step is expressed by a strikethrough on the deleted element. It is note-worthy that in 14a, the wh-
operator moves to a clause-initial position where it c-commands the entire structure as per Chomsky and Lasnik (1977). Moreover, Wahba’s (1991) analysis of Iraqi Arabic data suggests that the wh-operator must have wide scope over the whole sentence regardless of the position it occupies; whether it occurs in-situ, in the matrix Comp, or even the intermediate Comp.

Having briefly reviewed the concepts of Movement, Scope and LF in the literature, the next section gives an overview of al-Jurjani’s book from which the research draws its CA data.

4. Al-Jurjani’s Book:
This paper draws on data presented in al-Jurjani’s treatise on CA grammar and meaning dala:ʔiːl-u al-iʃd3aːz-i “Signs of Inimitability” (2001) written in the eleventh century. In this book, al-Jurjani proposes his theory al-naẓm “syntactic theory”, dealing with important linguistic phenomena in CA grammar and relates it to meaning. Interestingly, al-Jurjani’s ideas are – to a certain extent - the nucleus of Chomsky’s Generative Grammar enterprise. Al-Jurjani discussed linguistic issues that are the center of attention in modern linguistics. For instance, he examined the concepts of movement, scope and the logical structure of language, thus highlighting the relation between syntax and semantics.

5. Logical Operators and Domain: Negative Operator and Universal Operator:
This section demonstrates how al-Jurjani dealt with the scopal interaction of logical operators; namely, the negative and the quantifier operators. He dealt with the concepts of movement, scope, and logical operators and his examples are also explained in set theoretic symbols as a tool to reveal the sentences’ logical interpretation.

Al-Jurjani (2001, p.183) argues: “(using) “kul” “all” while the verb is negated gives the meaning (of partial existence) that there were some and some others were not”. He gives the following examples:

15) a. lam ʔalq kul-a al-qawm-i

Not-past meet all-acc the-people-gen
“I did not meet all the people”

b. lam ʔaːxuːd kul-a al-darahim-i
Not-past take all-acc the-dirhams-gen

“I did not take all the dirhams”

In traditional CA grammar (al-Zajjaji, 1984), the negative particle lam assigns jussive case to its complement verb. In these two examples in 15, al-Jurjani (2001, p.184) assumes a semantic ambiguity. He disambiguates the meaning arguing that:

“The meaning (given) is that you met some of the people and not all of them, and that you took some of the dirhams and left the rest. The sentences do not mean that you did not meet any one of the people nor do they mean that you did not take any of the dirhams”.

Thus, the quantifier kul “all” in each of the two examples has a sense of partiality, i.e. the existential meaning. (¬∀).

Concerning the negative particle lam, negation is a special trait that makes CA quite discernible from other languages. CA is distinguished in terms of its tensed negative particles. According to Benmamoun (2000), Shlonsky (1997), and Ouhalla & Shlonsky (2002), the negative particles in Standard Arabic (SA) which is similar to CA are laː, lam, lan, maː, and laiːsa. Each one has different syntactic features, with lam and lan carrying tense. The negative particle “lam” has past tense, lan future tense, and laː carries present tense negation. They occur with imperfective verbs, and lam occurs with non-finite verbs.

Based on the assumption that CA has verb movement- as suggested by Benmamoun (2000), Mohammad (2000), Fakih (2006) to name but a few- which proposes that the verb moves from V to T to check its Agr features and satisfy the EPP requirement on T, tense originates under the head T, but where should the Negation Phrase (NegP) be located? Should it be under the TP or above it? Two competing analyses could be found (called Low-Neg and High-Neg analyses by Soltan, 2011). These two propositions are: Benamoun (1992 and 2000), and Ouhalla (1993) on the one hand, and Soltan’s suggestion in 2007 on the other hand. As for the former analysis, Benamoun and Ouhalla assume the place of NegP to be between TP and VP, whereas the latter analysis locate it above TP. The following schemes illustrate the two proposals (Soltan, 2017, p.119, no.7):

High-Neg:
Sentential negation in SA is assumed by Benmamoun (1992 and 2000) and Ouhalla (1993) to be functional projection headed by the negative particle. They further argued that negative particles in SA are located between TP and VP. Therefore, negative elements in SA occupy the head of NegP that is under the TP. This results in the negative head being the host of tense not the verb. The following structure illustrates this proposal where the negative particle is the head Neg and it negates the NP muḥammad-un kaːtib-un “muḥammad is a writer” with both nouns carrying the nominative case.

(16a)
Nevertheless, this analysis is not without problems. It leads to the problem of the verb occupying a position higher than the negative element to check its Tense and phi-features. In order to avoid this problem, Soltan (2007) proposes alternative analysis which he bases on the feature-checking theory presented within the framework of the MP (Chomsky 1993 and 1995). He suggests that the negative head is positioned higher than TP and has the feature \{+Tense\}. This tense feature on negation drives it to undergo checking relation with the tense feature on the verb resulting in tense being spelled out on the negative head located in a position higher than the verb. This proposal can be illustrated below:

(16b)

![Diagram of NegP under CP]

Of these two analyses, this paper refutes the so-called Low-Neg analysis, and advocates the High-Neg analysis assuming that the NegP is located under the CP, not under the TP. This is because the verb in T lacks the tense feature and thus has the feature \{-Tense\}. This is evidenced by the ungrammaticality of the following sentence:

16) *lam ḍ3aːʔa kul-u al-qawm-i

Not-past came all-nom the-people-gen

“All the people did not come”

In this example, the tensed verb renders the structure ungrammatical because the negative particle *lam* has the tense already spelled on it, and it is past. Thus, the tense is carried by the negative particle and the verb should be non-finite. Therefore, this paper argues that NegP is positioned under the CP.

In traditional Arabic grammar, the quantifier *kul* is morphologically-marked for case. When it modifies a plural definite noun, this quantifier
signifies universal meaning “all”, whereas when modifying a singular indefinite noun, it denotes the meaning of “each”. For example:

17) a. kul-u al-naːs-i dʒaːʔ-u:
   “All-nom the-people-gen came-plural”.
   “All the people came”.

b. kul-u tˤaː lib-in jadrus jandʒah
   Each-nom student-gen studies succeeds
   “Each student that studies will succeed”. (adapted from Amer, 2003, p.8, no.17).

In traditional Arabic grammar, the quantifier kul -together with its modified noun- forms “idˤafa” construction “a construct state” which assigns genitive case to the modified noun (Sibaweih, 1977).

The concern of the current paper is mainly the quantifier kul with the universal meaning “all”. According to Abney (1987), this universal quantifier is considered a Spec of the DP it modifies. Sportiche (1988) maintains that it is adjoined to the DP. On the other hand, Shlonsky (1991), suggests that kul in Hebrew is a functional head.

Following Shlonsky, Amer (2003) argues that kul forms a functional head in Standard Arabic (SA). He bases this assumption on the ability of kul to host a clitic. He provides the following examples (p.9, no.23):

18) a. qatˤaʕt-u kul-a al ward-i bi-hirsî
   I-cut-past all-acc the-flowers-gen with-care
   “I cut all the-flowers carefully”.

b. qatˤaʕt-u al-ward-a kul-a-hu bi-hirsî
   I-cut-past the-flowers all-of it with-care
   “I cut all the flowers carefully”.

According to him, both examples are synonymous. In 18b, when the quantifier follows al-ward-a, it hosts a clitic pronoun which in turn is co-indexed with the quantified DP. This quantifier with a clitic attached to it also agrees with the preceding DP in number, gender, and case. Thus, hosting a clitic
forms an evidence for Amer (2003) to assume that quantifier is a functional head in SA. This argument is based on Shlonsky’s (1991) proposal that only functional heads are able to host clitics. As a result, Amer concludes that the Arabic quantifier is a head of the NP it modifies and behaves like a nominal head whereby it receives case, modify definite (or indefinite) nouns, and can be a head of genitive constructions.

Amer (2003, p.11, no.27) supports his view that quantifiers are heads of the DPs they modify by providing the following example and tree:

19) kul-u haʔula:? al-ʔawlaːd-i mahara

All-nom these the-boys-gen clever

“All these boys are clever”.

The tree diagram that represents the analysis of this sentence is as follows:

(19a)

Benmamoun (1999) maintains that the quantifier appears in two models. These two models are: Q—NP and NP—Q interchangeably. The two patterns are illustrated in the following examples (adapted from al-Jurjani, 2001):

20) a. dʒaːʔa kul-u al-qawm-i

Came all-nom the-people-gen

“All the people came”.

b. dʒaːʔa al-qawm-u kul-u-hum
Came the-people-nom all-of them

“All the people came”.

Nevertheless, Benmamoun refutes Shlonsky’s (1991) assumption that the quantifier *kul* heads a QP projection having NP as a complement in both patterns. Alternatively, Benmamoun argues that the two patterns are essentially different. In the Q—NP pattern, the quantifier is the head of a QP projection. However, in the NP—Q model, the quantifier heads a QP adjunct modifying the NP.

Analyzing the sentences in 1 and 2, *lam jaʔt kul-u al-qawm-i* “all the people did not come” and *kul-u al-qawm-i lam jaʔt-u:* “all the people did not come”, their hierarchical structure will be as follows- adopting the Split CP analysis proposed by Rizzi (1997) to account for the topicalized QP:

Thus, returning to example 1, it is structured as below:

(1a)

Here the subject stays in-situ to result in the S-structure Verb-Subject-Object (VSO) word order.

As for sentence 2, it is structured as follows:

(2a)
Here the subject is topicalized in the sense of Rizzi (1997) and the subject undergoes cyclic A-movement in accordance with the Head Movement Constraint (HMC) whereby Travis (1984) postulates that the movement occurs between the head and the next highest head in the tree. This cyclic movement takes place where the subject QP kul-u al-qawm-i moves from the Spec of vP to Spec of TP and finally lands in Spec TopP.

The negative operator in 1 is followed by Verb-Subject (VS) word order whereby the verb has partial agreement with the subject. Whereas in example 2, the QP is fronted resulting in Subject-Verb (SV) word order and the agreement pattern changes. In 2 the verb exhibits full agreement with the preverbal subject by ending with the third person plural masculine suffix –u: . To account for this, Benmamoun (1992) argues that partial agreement in VS stems from the government configurations where the verb in the head T governs the subject. As for the SV full agreement, it is due to the Spec-Head relation that is established between the subject in the Spec T position and the head V.

Al-Jurjani uses affirmative sentences as a semantic evidence to support his view that the quantifier kul “all” falls within the negation domain. Just as negation directly affects the quantification in the negative sentences, affirmation also directly affects the quantification meaning in affirmative sentences. Al-
Jurjani illustrates that the use of the quantifier *kul* can be to emphasise the meaning of inclusiveness or totality of the subject that performed the action expressed by the verb in both affirmation and negation. He provides the following affirmative examples:

21)  
\[ dʒaːʔa-ni al-qawm-u kul-u-hum \]  
Came-to me the-people-nom all-nom-of them  
“All the people came to me”

22)  
\[ dʒaːʔa-ni al-qawm-u \]  
Came-to me the-people-nom  
“The people came to me”

In 21, *kul-u-hum* “all of them” is considered *tawki:d* “emphasis” in traditional CA grammar (Al-Zajjaji, 1984). It emphasises the sense of inclusiveness of the noun it modifies, i.e. the totality of the people came.

As for the example in 22, al-Jurjani argues:

“If you just said *dʒaːʔa-ni al-qawm-u* “the people came to me”, the hearer would think that some (of the people) came and some others are left behind but that you overlooked their absence, or that you made the action of coming occur by some of the people as if it were by all of them”.

So it is not clear whether some people or all people came. Thus this example in 22 has a sense of semantic ambiguity. Such an ambiguity stems from the two interpretations for the sentence as al-Jurjani explained. One is that some of the people may not have done the action of coming, the other interpretation is that only some of them came but it was considered as if all of them did come in what is called *metonymy*. This term is explained by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) to be a relation of proximity between the part and the whole.

The sense of *tawki:d* “emphasis” is considered by al-Jurjani to be a kind of semantic restriction or what he calls “*al-qaid*” which is found in the above sentence where *kul* “all” is used to confine the meaning of the verb to a sense of inclusiveness. In other words, it has a semantic effect of emphasis on the inclusiveness meaning on the noun it modifies.
Al-Jurjani (2001) postulates a generalization which states that when negation is added to a sentence, and that sentence contains a (semantic) restriction of some kind such as *tawki:d* “emphasis” or depictive noun - in this case the *tawki:d* “emphasis” - the negation is exclusively directed at that restriction. He states (2001, p.183):

“Here is the rule of negation when it is added to a sentence with a (semantic) restriction, and emphasis is a type of restriction: If you negate a sentence that contains *tawki:d* emphasis, this negation is directed to that emphasis exclusively and occurs to it”.

In 21, the QP *kul-u-hum* is part of adjunct CP sister to the V-bar level of the VP *dʒaːʔa-ni al qawm-u*. The subject occurs in the position of Spec VP in accordance with VP-Internal Subject Hypothesis proposed by Kuroda (1988) and Koopman & Sportiche (1988) among others.

The depictive clause is another semantic restriction to which the scope of negation is directed. Consider the following examples:

23) ?ataː:-ni al-qawm-u mudʒtamʕ-iːn
   Came-to me the-people-nom gathered-plural
   “The people came to me gathered”

24) lam jaʔt-ni al-qawm-u mudʒtamʕ-iːn
   Not-past came-to me the-people-nom gathered-plural
   “The people did not come to me gathered”

Al-Jurjani provides the following explanation for his sentences (in 23 and 24):

“The negation in these sentences is directed to the “gathering” which is (considered) a (semantic) restriction on (the action of) coming itself. If we wanted to negate the (action of) coming itself, we could have said *lam jaʔt-u:ka asˤl-an* “They did not come at all””. (al-Jurjani, 2001, p.183-184).

The noun *mudʒtamʕ-iːn* “gathered” is a depictive noun in traditional CA grammar (al-Zajaji, 1984). It is considered a secondary predicate by al-Jurjani (2001). Khalil (2012) pointed out to the resemblance between the secondary predicate, or the depictive clause in CA and the Small Clause phenomenon in
English (the term first appeared in Williams, 1975) but this is beyond the scope of the current paper. Example 24 can be analysed in the following hierarchical structure:

(24a)

So, the depictive noun *mudztamʕ-i:n* “gathered” is what is being negated by the negative particle *lam*. In terms of the logical structure analysis, the semantic scope of *lam* is on the adjunct *mudztamʕ-i:n* “gathered” and not on the action of coming per se. The meaning is “Not gathered is such that people came”.

Assuming that NegP is located above the TP, the negative operator is the head of its functional projection. The verb moves from V to T which lacks tense because the tense is already spelled out on the head Neg. The subject *al-qawm-u* originates in the Spec-VP and remains in situ to achieve the VS order.

Al-Jurjani provides more examples to illustrate his point:

25) *lam ?ar al-qawm-a kul-a-hum*

Not-past see the-people-acc all-of them

“I did not see all the people”
26) lam ?ar kul-a al-qawm-i
   Not-past see all-acc the-people-gen
   “I did not see all the people”

27) lam jaʔt-ni al-qawm-u kul-u-hum
   Not-past come-to me the-people-nom all-of them
   “Not all the people came to me”

28) lam jaʔt-ni kul-u al-qawm-i
   not-past come-to me all-nom the-people-gen
   “Not all the people came to me”.

In 25 and 27, kul-u-hum “all of them” is tawkiː:d “emphasis” in CA traditional grammar (Al-Zajjaji, 1984). In 26 and 28, the quantifier kul is moved to form idʔaːfa “construct state” structure along with its modified noun al-qawm-i which has the genitive case.

Al-Jurjani (2001, p.184) explains that in the above sentences “you directed your negation to the meaning of kul “all” specifically, and it is the same as mudžtamʕ-iːn “gathered” in lam jaʔt-ni al-qawm-u mudžtamʕ-iːn “the people did not come to me gathered”. Since negation only affects the quantifier kul “all”, then it must be the case that “only some of them came”.

Therefore, in terms of scope, the logical operator lam has the upper hand over the quantifier kul “all” and the latter has partial reading. In other words, the universal quantifier falls within the scope of the negative operator lam (¬∀). The logical structure of the above examples in 25 and 26: “Not all of the people are such that I saw”, and in 27 and 28 “Not all of the people such that they came”.

Not only did al-Jurjani discuss the scope of the quantifier kul “all” in negative sentences, but also in the affirmative. For example:

29) dʒaːʔa-ni al-qawm-u kul-u-hum
   came-to me the-people-nom all-nom-of them
   “All the people came to me”
In this example, the statement gives the meaning of the inclusive *kul* “all”. According to al-Jurjani (2001, p.184):

“What matters in this sentence and that which you affirm is that there is no doubt in the inclusiveness of the act of coming. The doubt is not in the act of coming itself, but in the inclusive coming of “all” the people”.

In this way, the semantic interpretation here is mainly to state the inclusiveness meaning.

Al-Jurjani concludes with another generalization which is “when an element is added to the affirmative statement, it is the gist meaning of that sentence to deliver”. He provides the following example:

30)  dʒaːʔa-ni zajd-un ra:ki-b-an
    Came-to me zajd-nom riding-acc
    “zayd came to me, riding”

31)  maː dʒaːʔa-ni zajd-un ra:ki-b-an
    Not came-to me zajd-nom riding-acc
    “zayd did not come to me riding”

He explains that these sentences contain an extra element which is *ra:ki-b-an* “riding”. This element is called secondary predicate by al-Jurjani. The scope of the meaning of either affirmation or negation falls on this added element. This affirmative meaning is what has semantic scope over *ra:ki-b-an*. This affirmative meaning stands in contrast with the negative particle *maː* which has scope on *ra:ki-b-an* in the negative sentence.

Al-Jurjani (2001, p.186) introduces the term *al-taʔθiːr* “literally; effect” which corresponds to the term “scope”, and the term al-ḥai which corresponds to the term “domain”. He states that “*al-taʔθiːr* “scope” is not a result of the verb’s ability to assign case, but it is (a result of) *kul* “all” whether enters the *ḥai* “domain” of negation or not”. He further elaborates: “The difference in meaning in the two above sentences is not due to the case assignment property of the negative particle *maː* “not”. But it is due to the effect of the negative particle on *kul* “all” and the possibility of entering *kul* “all” in the domain of the negative particle *maː* “not”. In other words, it is the semantic scope of negative *maː* that falls on the quantifier *kul*. 
If the negative particle \textit{maː} is not immediately adjacent to the verb as in the examples below (al-Jurjani, 2001, p.186), the scope of the negative particle will still have an effect on \textit{kul} “all” (¬ ∀).

32) maː kul-u maː jatamanaː al-marʔ-u judrik-uh

Not all-nom that wish the-man-nom realize-resumptive pronoun

“Man does not realize all that he wishes for”

33) maː kul-u raʔi al-fataː jadʕ-u ila: ruʃd-in

Not all-nom opinion the-boy guides to wisdom-gen

“The opinions of the boy are not wholly wise”

In 32, \textit{kul-u maː jatamanaː al-marʔ-u} is the complement of the negative particle and the original object of the verb \textit{judrik}-uh. After \textit{kul-u maː jatamanaː al-marʔ-u} is fronted to become a nominative topic, it is replaced by the suffix resumptive pronoun attached to the verb. The topic is assigned nominative case in traditional Arabic grammar by being the \textit{mubdataʔ} “topic” occupying the initial position. In 33, \textit{kul-u raʔi al-fataː} is the clausal subject of \textit{jadʕ-u}: and is fronted to become a nominative topic.

The embedded clause QP \textit{kul-u maː jatamanaː al-marʔ-u} originates as the internal complement of the matrix verb \textit{judrik} in the VP, and then gets raised to the A-position which is Spec TopP. The object clitic \textit{-uh} attached to the verb \textit{judrik} is assumed to refer to the topicalized QP \textit{kul-u maː jatamanaː al-marʔ-u}. This assumption is based on the analysis of Jelinek (2002). Such an analysis suggests that after an NP is focused in Egyptian Arabic, a resumptive pronoun appears in its position.

The negative operator \textit{maː} has scope over \textit{kul} and gives partial reading of it, (¬ ∀). The meaning in 32 is “Not all what man wishes for is such that man realizes”, and in 33 “Not all of the boy’s opinions are such that they are wise”. The structure of this sentence in 32 can be illustrated below:

(32a)
The QP *kul-u ma: jatamana: al-marʔ-u* is a topicalized QP in Spec TopP. The verb *judrik-uh* is the head v of the vP. The subject of this verb is small pro, the finite null subject. This pro is bound by the antecedent *al-marʔ-u* which is the thematic subject of the embedded clause *kul ma: jatamana: al-marʔ-u* in accordance with pro theory (Chomsky 1981). This pro carries agreement features with its DP antecedent *al-marʔ-u*. These agreement features are the same person, number and gender. Thus, this pro is 3rd person, masculine, plural, finite null subject.

The internal structure of the QP in 32a is as follows:

(32b)
In the following examples, the embedded clause is an object of the verb and the quantifier *kul* is assigned accusative case by it:

34) maː judrik al-marʔ-u kul-a maː jatamana:
   Not realize the-man-nom all-acc that wish
   “Man cannot realize all that he wishes for”

35) maː jadʕuː kul-u raʔi al-fataː ila: rufd-in
   Not guide all-nom reason the-boy to wisdom-gen
   “Not all the opinions of the boy are wise”

In the examples 32 through 35, the universal quantifier has the meaning of ‘some’ since it is c-commanded by the negative operator. According to al-Jurjani (2001, p.187), *kul* is in the scope of negation (¬ ∀). Thus it has the meaning of “some”. The resulting meaning is: “Man realizes some of what he wishes” for examples 32 and 34, and “Some of the boy’s opinions are wise” for 33 and 35.

The negative *maː* is immediately adjacent to the verb and negates it. The predicate *judrik* has the external argument the DP al marʔ-u and the internal argument the clausal object the QP *kul maː jatamanaː*. Within its thematic
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domain, the vP has the head v judrik and its sister complement the QP kul maː jatamanaː. The Spec vP is occupied by the DP al-marʔ-u. The negative operator occupies the head Neg position of NegP and it has scope over the rest of the structure. The structure can be shown below:

(34a)

Semantically, it has the meaning: man realizes some of that he wishes for. The negation particle c-commands the whole structure. Its meaning is: For all what man wishes for is such that man realizes some of it (¬ ∀).

The following are more examples presented by al-Jurjani (2001, p.187) to demonstrate the scope of the logical operator kul. They show that when it is moved to the front, it has wide scope:

36) kul-u maː jatamanaː al-marʔ-u laː judrik-uh

All-nom that wishes the -man-nom not realize-resumptive pronoun

“man cannot realize all that he wishes”

37) kul-u raʔi al-fataː laː jadʃ-u ilaː ruʃd-in

All-nom opinions the-boy not guides to wisdom-gen

“The opinions of the boy are not wise”

Al-Jurjani (2001, p.187) postulates that “when kul “all” is in the scope of the negation by following the negative particle, the meaning will be negating the
inclusiveness (of the quantifier *kul*) and not negating the verb (the action) itself. When *kul* is outside the scope of negation, the meaning rendered will be negating the verb or the action (altogether).”

He justifies this by assuming that when a structure starts with the quantifier *kul*, the negation is under the wide scope of it. In other words, meaning of inclusive quantification has a scope on the negation meaning. Thus the quantifier *kul* here has wide scope and the Neg operator *la:* has narrow scope.

In 36, the QP *kul-u ma:* *jatamaː* *al-marʔ-u* is topicalized and occupies Spec TopP and the resumptive pronoun attached to the verb *judrik* is co-referential with the topicalized element. The NegP is positioned under the TopP and is headed by the Neg *la:*. Under the NegP is the TP below which is the vP headed by the v *judrik-uh* and the Spec vP position is occupied by the finite null subject pro which agrees with its antecedent the DP *al-marʔ-u* in its phi features. The derivation can be shown below:

(36a)

The quantifier *kul* has wide scope on negation (∀¬), yielding the meaning: “None of what man wishes is such that he realizes”.
6. Conclusion:

In conclusion, the fundamental goal of this paper is to account for the change of meaning that results from narrow and wide scope interaction. Two different readings can be obtained based on two different logical structures and are prompted by the quantifier movement. In order to account for these two readings, the research made use of logical structure, and the notions of Movement, Scope and C-Command which are closely related. The generalization reached is that the universal quantifier *kul* “all” in CA has a partial reading, i.e. narrow scope when it falls within the scope of the negative operator. On the other hand, when topicalized, it has wide scope or the upper hand over the negative operator. It is demonstrated that the scope relation in CA is determined at surface structure, rather than at LF. The whole analysis sheds light on al-Jurjani’s contribution to the syntax-semantics interface. This becomes evident by his explanation of the semantic effect of the syntactic movement of the logical operators under discussion.
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## Appendix

### Table 1: Arabic Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Consonant</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أ</td>
<td>Voiced glottal stop</td>
<td>ء</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>Voiced bilabial stop</td>
<td>ب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت</td>
<td>Voiceless dento-alveolar stop</td>
<td>ت</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث</td>
<td>Voiceless interdental fricative</td>
<td>ظ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>Voiced post-alveolar fricative</td>
<td>ؤ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>Devoiced pharyngeal fricative</td>
<td>ح</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>Voiceless velar fricative</td>
<td>خ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>Voiced dento-alveolar stop</td>
<td>د</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذ</td>
<td>Voiced interdental fricative</td>
<td>ذ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر</td>
<td>Voiced alveo-palatal trill</td>
<td>ر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>Voiced alveolar fricative</td>
<td>ز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>Voiceless alveolar fricative</td>
<td>س</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>Voiceless alveo-palatal fricative</td>
<td>ش</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>Voiceless velarised alveolar fricative</td>
<td>ض</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>Voiced velarised dento-alveolar stop</td>
<td>ط</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ظ</td>
<td>Voiceless velarised dento-alveolar stop</td>
<td>ظ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ع</td>
<td>Voiced pharyngeal fricative</td>
<td>ع</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غ</td>
<td>Voiced uvular fricative</td>
<td>غ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ف</td>
<td>Voiceless labio-dental fricative</td>
<td>ف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>Voiceless uvular stop</td>
<td>ق</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>Voiceless velar stop</td>
<td>ك</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>Voiced alveolar lateral</td>
<td>ل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>Voiced bilabial nasal</td>
<td>م</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>Voiced alveolar nasal</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ه</td>
<td>Voiceless glottal fricative</td>
<td>ه</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Voiced labiovelar glide: \( w \)

Voiced palatal glide: \( j \)

**Table 2: Arabic Vowels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Front short close vowel</td>
<td>muntaleq</td>
<td>Leaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Front short open vowel</td>
<td>mubtada</td>
<td>Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>Back short close vowel</td>
<td>Qulta</td>
<td>you said</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aː</td>
<td>Front long open vowel</td>
<td>kitāːb</td>
<td>Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uː</td>
<td>Back long close vowel</td>
<td>axuːk</td>
<td>your brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iː</td>
<td>High long close vowel</td>
<td>taqdiːm</td>
<td>Fronting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from: Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996)
المستخلص

يتمحور البحث الحالي حول مفاهيم الحركة والحيز الدلالى والتأثير النحوى والمستوى المنطقي - وهو المستوى الذي يمثل معنى الجملة - كما تناولها عالم النحو عبد القاهر الجرگاني. و نخص بالدراسة مصطلحي الجرگاني التأثير والحيز والذان يقابلهما مصطلحي التأثير النحوي والحيز الدلالى في نظرية شومسکى النحو التوليدى. أن الهدف الرئيسي من الدراسة هو بحث الحيز الدلالى للعوامل المنطقيه وعلاقة التأثير النحوى بين هذه العوامل في اللغة العربية الفصحى. وقد خلص البحث الى أن التعبير الكمي "كل" الذي يفيد الشمول له حيز دالى محدود - أي انه يحمل معنى "بعض" - وذلك في حال وقوعه تحت تأثير عامل النفى المنطقي "لم". ولكن عندما تتحرك "كل" الى موضع اخر حيث تؤثر نحويا على عامل النفى - فإنها تتمتع بحيز دالى واسع يشمل عامل النفى. وبالتالي يمكن القول ان تحديد الحيز الدلالى يتم في البنية السطحية للجملة وليس في المستوى المنطقي الدلالى.

الكلمات المفتاحية: الحيز الدلالى - التأثير النحوى - الحركة - المستوى المنطقي - اللغة العربية الفصحى - العوامل المنطقيه
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